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Abstract. Volume phase holographic gratings (VPHGs) possess unique
properties that make them attractive for numerous applications. After
reviewing major VPHG characteristics through theory, we discuss some
aspects of the dichromated gelatin recording material and the holo-
graphic recording process. The large-scale VPHG research facility set
up at the Center Spatial de Liège enables production of VPHGs up to
380 mm in diameter, with fringe frequencies from 315 to 3300 lp/mm. We
describe the work that has been undertaken in our laboratory to remove
the last limitations inherent in VPHGs. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1803557]
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1 Introduction

Volume phase holographic gratings~VPHGs! recently re-
turned to the scientific forefront due to astronomers and
telecom market.1–3 The requirements for higher diffractio
efficiency for spectrometers and demultiplexers revived
dichromated gelatin~DCG! technology, which is nearly 40
yr old.4 Indeed, this kind of grating has demonstrated ca
bilities for 70 to 99% efficiency from near UV to IR. Bu
new applications require new developments to achieve
modern goals in term of size, bandwidth, wavefront, th
mal behavior, etc.

From the heritage of several diffractive and holograp
projects and applications, the Center Spatial de Lie`ge
~CSL! has developed a large-scale DCG VPHG facili
This paper first reviews the major VPHG properties and
advantages of the DCG recording material. Then,
briefly present the new CSL facility, to focus on the r
search projects and breakthroughs.

We describe the high-line frequency regime of VPHG
the reasons why large-index modulation is so importa
and the gelatin grating behavior in a cryogenic enviro
ment. We present a mosaic solution for even larger grati
and a postpolishing technique to correct the diffrac
wavefront. The field of holographic mirrors for head-u
displays is also tackled.

2 VPHGS and DCG Properties

Rather than being diffracted by surface-relief structures
with a usual grooved grating, the light going through
VPHG undergoes diffraction due to bulk refractive ind
modulation. The transmission VPHG geometry that is u
throughout this paper is defined in Fig. 1. The grating
rameters are incidence anglea, diffraction angleb, slant
angleg, grating vectorK , grating thicknessd, grating pe-
riod L, the frequency of the intersection of the gratin
Opt. Eng. 43(11) 2603–2612 (November 2004) 0091-3286/2004/$15.00
fringes with the grating surfacen, and mean index of re-
fraction n. Subscript number indicate the considered m
dium.

Light is diffracted at angles according to the classic
grating equation:

mnl5sina01sinb0 , ~1!

wherem is an integer giving the order of diffraction, andl
the wavelength of light in free space.

The Bragg equation, for a plane transmission VPH
with unslanted fringes~g5p/2 and thusL51/n!, is given
by

ml5L2n1 sina1 , ~2!

where

n1 sina15n0 sina0 , ~3!

wheren0 is assumed to be unity for air.
The Bragg condition is met when the wavelength a

fringe spacing are such that the angle of incidence and
fraction are equal and opposite.

The diffraction mechanism of a VPHG occurs throu
the bulk material and without absorption modulation. Th
gives rise to unique properties particularly useful for ma
applications:

1. Theoretical efficiency of 100% can be achieved.

2. Transmission or reflection gratings can be produc
This depends only on the Bragg planes orientatio

3. The undiffracted wavelengths going through the gr
ing are not perturbed and can be reused for furt
purposes.
2603© 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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4. The blaze curve depends of the incidence angle. T
generates the ‘‘superblaze.’’

Since superblaze is an unusual but extremely attrac
property of VPHGs, it is important to spend some tim
explaining it. The so-called blaze curve is the diffracti
efficiency measured according to the wavelength. It
pends on the light incidence angle and achieves its m
mum at the Bragg angle. The envelope of the blaze cur
measured at various incidence angle is called the su
blaze. An example of this significant behavior is presen
in Fig. 2. Superblaze property is used to enlarge the VP
frequency domain since diffraction at different waveleng
is optimized simply by rotating the grating.

Major properties of the VPHGs can be straightly d
duced from the Bragg law and the Kogelnik’s two-wa
coupled-wave theory.5 This theory is the most popular bas
for computation of thick volume gratings and is extreme
accurate even though the index modulation is sinuso
and the thick grating criteria are respected6:

n1~x,z!5n11Dn1 cos@~2p/L!~x sing1z cosg!#, ~4!

r[2l2/L2Dn1>10, ~5!

Fig. 1 Transmission VPHG geometry and parameters. Index modu-
lation is represented by the gray pattern.

Fig. 2 Simulated blaze curves at various incidence angles and the
consequent superblaze for a VPHG with the following characteris-
tics: Dn50.024, d515 mm, L51000 lp/mm, and lB5735 nm.
2604 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
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Q8[2pld/n1L2 cosa1.1, ~6!

and

d/L.10. ~7!

The most significant results of the two-wave couple
wave theory for our purpose is that the diffraction ef
ciency h, spectral bandwidthDl, and angular bandwidth
Da are functions of the intensity of the grating modulatio
Dn1 and thickness. For a plane transmission grating w
unslanted fringes, the TE mode~polarization perpendicula
to the incidence plane! diffraction efficiency at the first
Bragg order is given by

hTE5sin2@pDn1d/~l cosa1!#. ~8!

The first-order spectral bandwidth and angular bandwi
are approximated by

DlFWHM /l'~L/d!cota1 , ~9!

DaFWHM'L/d, ~10!

whereDaFWHM is expressed in radians.
One can see directly through these relations that

challenge, when producing VPHGs, is to induce the rig
index modulation into the precise thickness to achieve
proper efficiency and bandwidth.

The polarization dependency on the VPHGs occ
through the reduced effective coupling constant cos(2a1).
For the TM mode~polarization parallel to the plane of in
cidence!, the diffraction efficiency equation becomes

hTM5sin2@pDn1d cos~2a1!/~l cosa1!#, ~11!

As long asa1 , the incidence angle within the medium,
small, polarization dependencies are minimized.

When grating parameters do not match the thick grat
criteria, or the index modulation is not sinusoidal, the mo
accurate rigorous coupled-wave analysis~RCWA! from
Gaylord and Moharam7,8 is required to calculate the holo
gram diffraction properties. Since 1994, CSL has develo
its own RCWA code. This powerful tool is very flexible t
study specific gratings dealing with small-layer, hig
grating-period or high-index modulation such as those p
sented in the next sections.

In addition of being privileged by theory, VPHGs can b
recorded into an exceptional material: DCG. Used
nearly 40 years for volume phase holograms4 ~VPH!, DCG
is recognized worldwide as an outstanding record
material.9 Indeed, its properties are

1. DCG can hold the uppermost refractive index mod
lation (Dn.0.1) ~see Sec. 4.2!.

2. Its absorption is negligible from the near UV to th
IR as far as 2.7mm, which enables its use over a ve
large spectral range.1

3. When it is properly processed, there is no scatteri
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Fig. 3 Holographic recording setup.
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4. Its spatial resolution is dimensionally molecula
DCG can store from a few hundred to several tho
sand lines per millimeter~see Sec. 4.1!

5. Once gelatin is processed and properly sealed,
properties of the recorded grating are stable over t
of years and it has a excellent resistance to temp
ture changes~see Sec. 4.3!.

6. The recording process is holographic and its sens
ity is within the reach of common lasers such as
gon ions.

7. Its mean refractive index is close to 1.5, so a comm
glass coating induces no interface reflection.

8. The raw materials are inexpensive and can be p
chased in large quantities.

The only DCG drawbacks are that it is hygroscopic a
it suffers from rapid aging when stored unprocessed. T
requires the preparation of the DCG a few days before
ing recorded and, once processed, the grating must be
tected from humidity. These are the main reasons why
tempts to commercialize DCG were unfruitful.

The DCG recording technique is a well-known hol
graphic method. Two coherent beams cross each othe
side the sensitive medium, interfering and inducing a s
cession of chemical changes.10 This technique brings the
following inherent advantages:

1. It can likely produce a very large grating size~several
hundred of centimeters square!.

2. Complex grating structures can easily be made,
fracting a wavefront according to defined shap
These holograms are called holographic optical e
ments~HOEs!.
-

-
-

-

3. It avoids the defects encountered with ruled stru
tures such as ghosts.

4. Grating customization is relatively straightforwa
and each grating is an original rather than a replic

After recording, the DCG processing is basically cons
tuted of three steps. First, the dichromate is removed b
photographic fixer. Second, the gelatin is soaked in ba
with increasing concentration of isopropyl alcohol, starti
with pure water and ending with pure alcohol. Finally, t
solvent is removed by heating the gelatin. There are m
papers concerning the best way to process gelatin accor
to the desired application.10–14

3 CSL Facilities and Setup

Producing a VPHG with DCG requires three steps: coat
the gelatin, recording the hologram, and processing
gelatin to obtain a stable final product. The CSL faciliti
have been scaled to accommodate blanks up to 40340 cm.
The DCG coating machine can hold 5037033 cm flat
glass. Optical quality is obtained on 40360-cm gelatin lay-
ers from 5 to 25mm and when dried it can be coated wi
20% peak-to-valley deviation over the full surface.

Recording is performed on a 1.535-m optical bench.
The laser source is an argon laser Innova Sabre™ TSM
from Coherent, which can deliver 4.8 W at 488 nm. T
setup geometry and a picture of the recording laborat
are shown in Fig. 3. The argon laser beam comes up fro
hole drilled into the center of the table. It is split into tw
beams having the same intensity and polarization~not man-
datory!. They are then filtered with pinholes standing hig
energy. To ensure homogeneous illumination in the sam
area, beams are broadened to nearly twice the useful d
2605Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
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eter. Two off-axis parabolic mirrors collimate the usef
beams. Their clear aperture diameter is 395 mm wit
focal length of 200 cm. To adjust illumination angle, tw
flat mirrors with a 400-mm clear aperture diameter fold t
beams. Following the Bragg law@see Eq.~2!#, the recorded
fringe frequency 1/L can be changed continuously fro
315 to 3300 lp/mm. Higher frequencies can, of course,
recorded in DCG layer. For this case, the recording se
should include large-scale prisms to increase the be
angles within the recording medium.

Due to edge diffraction, the desired optical quality f
the recording beams is achieved on a diameter up to
mm.

Note that this setup is not proprietary to DCG but can
used for holographic recording onto other media such
photopolymers, photoresine, silver halogenure emulsio
etc. In a same way, the setup can be used to record h
graphic mirrors or HOEs.

The development laboratory is set up with thermosta
baths. Inner baths are 53365 cm. Forced convection ove
with interior dimensions of 80360350 cm dries the devel
oped holograms.

These three laboratories, i.e., for coating, exposure,
development, are air conditioned in both temperature
hygrometry, since fresh gelatin is sensitive to these par
eters. Following the technical heritage of CSL in space
tical payload qualification, laminar fluxes maintain labor
tories as class 100 clean rooms.

Our goal is to control each process step to produce v
high quality holograms. Therefore, metrology and certific
tion play an important part of our effort.

Dry gelatin thickness is measured with a fiber spectro
eter according to parallel and perpendicular coating a
This technique enables a 1-mm spatial resolution an
0.1-mm thickness. Using this apparatus, we make sure th
is no unwanted wave or tilt in the gelatin layer and w
certify specifications before recording the hologram.

Recording setup geometry is tuned by theodolite m
surement and autocollimation. The OAP position
checked by large~85-mm-aperture! shear plates and inter
ferometry. During recording, phase compensation is a
vated by a piezoelectric transducer, locking the fringe
sition at the recording location.

Diffraction efficiency and diffracted phase are monitor
over the full hologram surface using an interferometer. T
latter is installed directly after one of the spatial filters
the recording setup to take advantage of the large op
The diffracted beam is retroreflected by a flat mirror plac
behind the hologram. To correct the phase from distort
introduced by the whole system, we subtract the phase
corded without any sample.

The diffraction efficiency map is measured by blocki
the reference beam of the interferometer. Thus, we rec
an image diffracted back and forth by the hologram.

We use optical fiber spectrometers to measure blaze
superblaze curves into the wavelength ranges of 450
1100 and 1100 to 2500 nm. A most representative holog
position is chosen according to the information comi
from the diffraction efficiency map. To avoid problems d
to light collection into the fiber of the spectrometer, w
usually do not measure the diffraction efficiency~first or-
der!. Instead, we measure the transmitted light~zero order!.
2606 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
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Transmission and diffraction intensity are simply related
the following equation:

I transmitted5I incident2I diffracted2I lost,

where I lost stands for light lost, i.e., reflection at materi
interfaces, absorption, or scattering.

Using our own RCWA code, the experimental blaze a
superblaze data are interpolated to determine the gra
characteristics. The hologram index modulationDn1 is ac-
cessible by this way, as we see in the next section.

4 Special Gratings and Developments

VPHGs of various size, blaze wavelength, spatial f
quency, etc. have already been produced by the CSL. S
eral astronomic spectrometers are currently running w
those gratings in different configurations: Littrow, fixed di
fraction configuration, or variable incidence for superbla
In this section, we describe the most representative grat
or, at least, the most challenging, and we discuss the de
opments carried out in our labs.

4.1 High-Line Frequency

For many applications, the most important parameter a
the diffraction efficiency is the dispersion of the gratin
The angular dispersion is straightly deduced from the c
sical grating Eq.~1! by holdinga0 constant and differenti-
ating with respect tob0 :

db0 /dl5mn/cosb0 , ~12!

or, for an unslanted grating~L51/n!:

db0 /dl5m/L cosb0 . ~13!

It is very attractive to increase the number of lines p
millimeter when using the grating as a dispersive eleme
But the grating efficiency should not be traded off.

Actually, the coupling constant between TE and T
mode is cos(2a1) @see Eqs.~8! and ~11!# and, according to
the Bragg law@Eq. ~2!#, a1 increases whenL decreases.
Thus, a higher number of lines per millimeter means lar
difference between TE and TM efficiency.

For line frequencies ranging from 300 to 2000 lp/mm
TE and TM diffraction modes can be maximized for th
same wavelength. Unfortunately, for higher line freque
cies, diffraction according to TE and TM modes is max
mum for different wavelengths and, thus, unpolarized lig
can not be fully diffracted. This phenomenon is simulat
by rigorous coupled wave calculation in Fig. 4~a!, where
the index modulation was chosen such that TE is at its fi
maximum @see Fig. 4~b!#. For unpolarized light, the effi-
ciency reaches only 63% for the 525-nm central wa
length. Still, by tuning the index modulation to three tim
what is required to use the first diffraction TE peak, t
second TE maximum matches the first TM maximum,
shown in Fig. 4~b!. For these parameters, it is possible
obtain a theoretical 100% diffraction efficiency for unpola
ized light at the blaze wavelength.

The challenge for this kind of grating is to reach such
high index modulation without making the gelatin milk
CSL successfully produced two 1703120-mm, 3300 lp/mm
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Blanche et al.: Volume phase holographic gratings . . .
gratings withDn50.048~according to RCW fitting! with-
out any visual scattering. An example of transmission sp
trum is shown in Fig. 5, where RCW interpolation of bo
blaze and superblaze is superimposed. Fitting parame
areDn50.048,d512mm, and 1/L53300 lp/mm.

4.2 High-Index Modulation

Having a highly dispersive grating is fine, but increasi
the line density has an impact on the bandwidth@see Eqs.
~9! and ~10!#. To maintain an acceptable bandwidth wh
reducingL, one must also reduced, the grating thickness

In other respect, the coupled-wave equations for e
ciency also include the grating thickness@see Eqs.~8! and
~11!#. To keep the efficiency to its highest value when t
grating thickness is reduced, the index modulation need
be increased.

The gelatine index modulation is linked to its proces
ing, and we improved our method by a better thermal c
trol of the development bathes and so reached the hig
index ever. We obtained an 80380-mm VPHG with

Fig. 4 RCW diffraction efficiency calculation of a high-line-
frequency VPHG. Parameters are 1/L53300 lp/mm, d510 mm,
lBlaze5525 nm.
s

t

2.9-mm gelatin thickness and a modulation of 0.14, as c
culated by RCWA. Scattering, often present in high
modulated gelatin, is not visible with naked eye in o
sample. Figure 6 shows the zero-order transmission e
ciency according to the wavelength at the Bragg angle
45 deg. Measurements are interpolated by RCWA calcu
tion and scaled to take losses~mostly reflection! into ac-
count.

Achieving very high index modulation is also extreme
important to diffract IR wavelengths. Once again, looki
at the coupled-wave equations of diffraction@Eqs. ~8! and
~11!#, if wavelength increases, the modulation must a
increase to keep the diffraction close to unity. This cou
also be intuitively understood by optical pathway diffe
ence: the larger the wavelength, the larger the optical p
way difference must be to obtain a constructive interf
ence.

The subject of VPHGs for the IR raises another pro
lem: the cryogenic behavior of the material.

4.3 Cryogenic Behavior

The astronomical IR domain of observation is curren
surfing on the top of the wave. Potential for organic m

Fig. 5 Transmission efficiency of a 3300 lp/mm VPHG with blaze
and superblaze RCW interpolation.

Fig. 6 TE transmission efficiency measurement and RCWA interpo-
lation at the Bragg angle. Calculation parameters are d52.9 mm,
Dn50.14, 1/L51555 lp/mm, and a0545 deg.
2607Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
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ecules detection is one of the reasons why this wavelen
region is so attractive. Not to be blinded by instrume
radiations, IR spectrometers must operate at cryogenic t
perature~around 100 K!. To propose VPHGs as IR dispe
sive element, CSL developed and tested gratings that s
and perform at low temperatures.

‘‘Low temperature’’ samples were made by changi
slightly the development process, raising the oven temp
ture to ensure a complete solvent evaporation. The ge
layer was sandwiched between 3-mm-thick and 838-cm
glass plates. The stack is fitted together with optical gl
To fit into the measurement range of our spectrometer,
blaze wavelength was not set in the IR but in the visib
But, this does not at all influence the cryogenic certific
tion.

The cryogenic measurement setup is constituted o
vacuum vessel with two wide glass windows and a liqu
nitrogen coil, which cool down the sample mount. T
sample is inserted between two copper plates that en
thermal conductivity. Four thermocouples are fixed in d
ferent locations to measure the sample temperature. A fi
spectrometer records the sample zero-order spec
through the vessel windows. A rotating stage enables u
change the incidence angle to measure the superblaze
probe beam size is around 1 cm in diameter.

To make sure the grating could physically stand c
temperatures, we took pictures of the grating before coo
it. After 1 h at2180°C~93 K!, absolutely no visible defec
was observed on the sample~i.e., no cracks, scattering
spots, milkiness, etc.!.

Afterward, we have measured the blaze of a new sam
at various temperatures: ambient~22°C!, 250, 2100,
2150, and2180°C. Then, we let the sample remain for 6
at 2180°C and warmed it before measuring the blaze o
again at ambient temperature.

Measurements displayed in Fig. 7 show blaze cur
recorded at various incidence angles before cooling an
2180°C. An undirectional deviation of less than 5% is
notice. This stands within the measurement uncertainty:
tating stage repositioning within 0.5 deg, thermal dilatat
of the sample mount, source spectrum change, etc. T
the efficiency does not significantly decrease during or a

Fig. 7 Comparison of the transmission spectra recorded at 22°C
(solid symbols) and at 2180°C (hollow symbols) for various inci-
dence angles.
2608 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
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the grating cooling and, even more important, blaze a
superblaze curves do not change.

It remains to conduct thermal cycling experiment to e
sure there is no long-term damage. Blank quality could a
be an issue if the thermal dilatation coefficient is very d
ferent from the gelatin or the glue. Finally, we must test t
wavefront distortion when the grating is subjected to cry
genic temperature.

4.4 Large-Size Monolithic VPHG

The initial purpose of our facility was the production o
large-size monolithic VPHGs for astronomical spectro
eters. By 2000, and according to astronomer’s prospe
the gratings size must be at least 300 mm of diame
However, the larger the optics of the recording setup,
higher their price and the harder it is to stabilize them at
acceptable level for interferometry. Moreover of the mirro
direct cost, larger optics require more laser power to il
minate the whole hologram surface. All things consider
we purchased two 395-mm clear aperture out-of-axis pa
bolic mirrors~OAPs! to collimate beams from a 25-W Co
herent Innova Sabre laser.

The largest monolithic VPHGs we have produced up
now are two 380-mm-diam gratings for gOlem: Osserva
rio Astronomico di Brera~Italy!. Their specifications were

1. Brera blue line frequency'1200 lp/mm, central
wavelength5475 mn

2. Brera red line frequency'500 lp/mm, central
wavelength5850 mn

Blanks were float glass squares with 400 mm sides. A p
ture of one of those gratings can be seen in Fig. 8, wh
the light from an halogen lamp is diffracted to a screen

4.5 Mosaiced VPHG

Whatever the size of the facility, it will always be limite
and this will restrain the instrument designer creativity.
overcome this problem, we tested the mosaic techniq
which consists of assembling several gratings recorded
processed independently.

The challenges are that mosaic subelements must
fract at exactly the same angle and efficiency, which me
gelatin layer thickness and index modulation must be p
fectly tuned to produce the same blaze and superblaze
ement to element. The assembly technique must minim
edge diffraction and shading as providing fine alignment
the gratings ensuring diffraction to the same direction.

Two mosaics have been produced for the National O
tical Astronomy Observatory~NOAO!, both constituted of
four elements. The total size is 2403340 mm. Subelemen
orientation was ensured during the encapsulation proc
by monitoring the diffracted pattern of an extended He
beam.

A diffraction picture of such a mosaic VPHG is show
in Fig. 9. Note that both diffracted spectra, cast to t
screen and coming from the upper and lower subgratin
are strictly parallel and do not diverge or interpenetr
each other. This is one obvious sign that the elements
well aligned.

Using that mosaic technique, the setup size no lon
matters and the final grating size can be as large as des
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Fig. 8 Picture of a 380-mm-diam grating produced by CSL.
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4.6 Postpolishing

Wavefront flatness can be mandatory for some applicatio
especially in new spectrographs that are intended to be
fraction limited instruments, not to mention, the spac
based missions. These highly stringent observatories
quire dispersive elements with distortion less thanl/4.

Several factors influence the diffracted wavefront from
VPHG element:

1. the gelatin thickness homogeneity

2. the recording setup alignment

3. the blank and cover homogeneity as their outer f
flatness

4. the gelatin tension during processing

5. shrinkage of the optical cement used to glue the g
ing cover

The three first parameters are very well mastered and ar
longer major sources of wavefront distortion. However,
gelatin and optical cement shrinkage during their proc
can not be avoided. Their combination can lead, on la
VPHGs, to wavefront errors of several wavelengths. O
solution is to postpolish the blanks after the VPHG h
been encapsulated.15

The VPHG wavefront error can be a complex functi
without any symmetry. This is rather difficult to correct b
conventional polishing. Thus, we chose to use an ion-be
figuring technique where an ion gun projects particles
the blank, which etches the glass. The time that the
beam remains on a blank location is calculated accordin
,
-

-

o

the measured wavefront and ablation profile. Thus, the r
amount of material is removed.

Note that a VPHG acts as an hologram~diffractive ele-
ment! and not like a conventional lens~refractive element!.
The diffracted beam has a reconstructed wavefront,
pending on the recording beams geometry. Changing
light entrance side or the Bragg angle sign will determ
which beam is reconstructed and, thus, the amplitu
and/or the sign of the diffracted wavefront error w
change.

This characteristics are shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!,
where two Zygo interferometer measurements are rep
duced. For both figures, the laser beam coming from
Zygo is diffracted by the VPHG, and then is retroreflect
by a mirror~l/20! back to the grating, where it is diffracte
one more time to reenter the interferometer. From F
10~a! to Fig. 10~b!, the entrance side of the laser beam h
changed and so has the sign of the wavefront error.

This symmetry specificity must be taken into account
the wavefront correction but also when the VPHG is us
To pinpoint this behavior, we postpolished one outer face
the grating introduced in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows that
diffraction from one direction is now flattened tol/6 @Fig.
11~a!#. But, at the same time, the wavefront diffracted
the other direction deteriorated to 0.7l root mean square
~rms! @Fig. 11~b!#.

The postpolishing technique is very effective to corre
the VPH diffracted wavefront. However, care must be tak
to use the VPHG with the right orientation. Otherwis
rather than benefit from a corrected wavefront, this latte
twice distorted.
Fig. 9 Picture of a mosaiced VPHG diffracted spectrum.
2609Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
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4.7 Holographic Mirrors

We presented transmission VPHGs where Bragg planes
oriented more or less perpendicularly to the blank surf
and the diffracted beam leaves the grating at the oppo
side of the input beam~see Fig. 1!. However, by slightly
changing the holographic setup, directing laser beams
to side of the gelatin layer, Bragg planes can be recor
approximately parallel to the surface~see Fig. 12!. In this
case, the diffracted beam comes out by the same side o
grating as the incident beam. As for a dielectric multilay
coating, this kind of VPHG acts as a mirror or filter d
pending on whether one is considering the diffracted
transmitted beams.

But, unlike multilayer coatings, Bragg planes can be
corded with an arbitrary angle according to the gelatin s
face. WhengÞp, the mirror is said to be ‘‘slanted’’ and
diffraction occurs at the specific angleb, which is different
from the incidence anglea. The slanted holographic mirro
does not obey to the Snell-Descartes law ‘‘reflection an
equal incidence angle.’’ Nevertheless, the angles of in
dence and diffraction are symmetric, within the grating m
dium, according to the fringes plane:

Fig. 10 Diffracted wavefront error according to the grating orienta-
tion.
2610 Optical Engineering, Vol. 43 No. 11, November 2004
e

e

e

a112~p2g!5b1 .

Figure 13 shows the diffraction behavior of a 180210
deg slanted mirror. The maximum reflection occurs at 6
nm for an diffraction angle of 20 deg, twice the slant ang

Reflective VPH grating intensity, bandwidth, and the d
rection of the reflected light can be tuned by changing
gelatin processing or recording angles~see Fig. 14!. Holo-
graphic mirrors are so very versatile and possess un
properties compared to metallic or multilayer mirror
Thus, they are found from rejecting the setup for Ram
spectroscopy to vehicle head-up displays.

Moreover, exactly as with transmission VPHGs, it
possible to record an arbitrary optical function into t
VPH mirror. Such a mirror diffracts the light according to
defined wavefront shape.10

5 Conclusions

We showed that VPHGs have unique properties that m
them attractive for numerous applications. Even thou
VPH and DCG technologies have been known for seve
decades now, new methods and new user requirement
ways push further the necessity to investigate and deve

Fig. 11 Diffracted wavefront error according to the grating orienta-
tion after beam figuring.
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CSL fitted out a dedicated facility to produce large-siz
high-quality VPHGs and to carry out research projects
this kind of grating. Technics of high-line frequency an
high index modulation were tested successfully to enha
the grating dispersion while keeping the advantage of t
oretical 100% diffraction efficiency achievable by VPH.

With high index modulation opening the door of the I
regime, we wondered how VPHGs will behave in cry
genic temperature. Our ‘‘low temperature’’ gratings ha
fruitfully stood test down to 93 K, both structurally an
operationally.

Holographic recording allows for large size. But, wha
ever the recording setup size, it will always be limite
Even our facility, which is capable of 380-mm-diam mon
lithic gratings, is too small for some applications. We tes
the mosaic technique, which consists of assembling
gether VPHGs recorded and processed independently.
ing this method, the setup size no longer matters
VPHGs can be as large as desired. Mosaics with 232 ele-
ments and 3403240-mm total size have been produced.

One other previous limitation of VPHGs was the d
fracted wavefront error. The solution we used to correct
wavefront is to postpolish the blank into which the grati

Fig. 12 Reflection VPHG geometry and parameters definition.

Fig. 13 Reflection efficiency spectrum of a 180 to 10 deg slanted
mirror. Incidence light is normal to the surface.
-

was encapsulated. The polishing method was ion-beam
uring, which enables complex figures to be worn. Our ve
first result has demonstrated a capability to obtainl/6 rms
over a 10-cm diameter. Note the fact that wavefront res
ration applies only for one specified orientation. Used in
wrong orientation, the grating induces twice the error. T
is due to the diffractive nature of the VPH gratings.

We completed this paper with an overview of VPH m
rors. We gave examples of their unique characteristics
fringes slant, which enables us to produce mirrors that
longer obey to the Snell-Descartes law.
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